ABSTRACT Management is an essential process to ensure the proper operation of computer networks. There are a lot of proposals to manage software-defined networks (SDN) from their application plane. However, such proposals share some shortcomings related to low automation of network management tasks, long time needed to handle network situations, and the lack of flexibility and workability. In this paper, we introduce JANO to overcome these shortcomings and investigate the feasibility of using automated planning and network functions' virtualization to manage SDN from a vertical management plane. JANO uses hierarchical task networks' planning to generate automatically plans that automate management tasks and reduce the time required by administrators to face network situations. Also, JANO performs an instantiation of the management orchestrator of network functions virtualization to provide flexibility and workability in the generation and execution of plans targeted to addressing network situations. We evaluate JANO in a proof of concept. The evaluation results corroborated that JANO is a feasible solution to manage SDN, since the planning time slightly and linearly increased with the number of primitive tasks that form a plan, the time-consuming needed by administrators to addressing a network situation was short, and the additional traffic was low.
I. INTRODUCTION
Management is an essential part of computer networks because it ensures their proper operation, maintenance, administration, and provisioning [1] . In a traditional network environment, management is complex because both forwarding and control planes are in the same network device [2] - [4] . This means that, typically, Network Administrators (hereinafter called Administrators) have to manage each network device separately to handle the network. The Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a new network paradigm that makes management tasks easier than in conventional networks by centralizing the network control [2] . Nevertheless, SDN also needs to be appropriately managed. In this sense, SDN presents a typical problem of new paradigms, the importance of its management is underestimated. Indeed, the first SDN definitions considered the planes of Data, Control, and Application and they did not take into account the Management plane.
The SDN management is a big challenge that needs to be tackled to prevent technological patching [2] . This patching is generated by the arising of many management solutions, located at the Application Plane, each one performing specific management tasks. There are many proposals for managing SDN from its application plane, such as Set Cover Problem [5] , middleboxes [6] , interactive visualization [7] , Software Defined Infrastructure [8] , and RESTful APIs [9] . These proposals share some shortcomings, such as: (i) low-automation of network management tasks, (ii) long-time required to perform network management tasks; and (iii) lack of flexibility and workability (i.e., the ability to work in existing networks) in management. In our previous work [10] - [13] , we have also proposed solutions for managing SDN from the application plane by using mashups and the Situational Management (SM). Nevertheless, in such solutions, we have only achieved a medium-automation level granted by mashups themselves.
Ulterior investigations have included a management plane in the SDN architecture [2] , [3] , [14] - [16] to address the patching aforementioned. In this sense, recently, proposals have emerged to achieve self-driving SDNs [17] , [18] by using Machine Learning (ML).
To overcome the shortcomings related to low-automation, long-time, and lack of flexibility and workability in performing network management tasks of current SDN solutions in the Application Plane and unlike the ML-based solutions, in this paper, we propose JANO. JANO extends our previous work [19] and aims to investigate the feasibility of using HTN and NFV to automate the SDN vertical Management Plane (introduced in [2] and modeled by us in [16] ) to achieving SDN management. HTN is a planning technique that decomposes tasks into subtasks and leads their execution orderly to meet a goal [20] . We argue that HTN is a crucial tool to manage SDN since it facilitates the work of Administrators by automating many management tasks. Such automation could reduce the management complexity and would eliminate the need for Administrators to address network situations (e.g., faults, wrong configuration, anomalies in SDN controllers or OpenFlow-compliant switches, and change of controllers during runtime) manually one at a time. As a consequence of using HTN, the Administrators can face and overcome network situations in a shorter time.
NFV is a promising technology that targets to decouple Network Functions from the hardware on which they run [21] . Although some research proposals have explored the relationship between SDN and NFV [21] - [23] , to the best of our knowledge, the use of NFV to perform SDN management has been scarcely studied. In this sense, we argue JANO might become a valuable tool to manage SDN because it exploits some fundamental NFV characteristics such as flexibility, elasticity, scalability, and workability. In particular, JANO uses the NFV Management and Orchestration (MANO) concept to achieve SDN management via a vertical plane.
To sum up, our key contributions are:
• An architecture based on NFV and HTN, called JANO, intended to manage SDN from a vertical plane; note that we are pioneers on using HTN to offer network management tasks.
• A prototype of the proposed architecture. This prototype was deployed in a traditional environment and in a cloud environment.
• An evaluation by a proof-of-concept that reveals JANO is a feasible solution to manage SDN regarding time-planning, time-consuming and network traffic. Time-planning is the time spent by JANO to automatically generating a plan to cope with a situation in SDN. Time-consuming is the time occupied by an administrator to face a situation in SDN. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present SDN, NFV, HTN, and related work. In Section III, we introduce JANO. In Section IV, we expose and analyze a proof-of-concept of our proposal. In Section V, we provide some conclusions and implications for future work.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
This section presents main concepts of SDN, NFV, and HTN. Also, this section introduces the related work to JANO.
A. BACKGROUND 1) MANAGEMENT OF SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKING
SDN is a network paradigm that aims to make more customizable, flexible and dynamic computers networks [24] . The SDN architecture has four planes [2] , [3] , [14] , [15] , [24] : Data, Control, Application and Management. The Data Plane represents forwarding devices formed by two elements [25] : a functional one (software) responsible for holding data and performing forwarding tasks, and a physical element consisting of components such as ports, memory, processor, and storage. The Control Plane aims to make high-level decisions and enforce settings in forwarding devices. This Plane interacts with the other planes by different interfaces called SouthBound with the Data Plane, NorthBound with the Application Plane, EastBound with other controllers, and Management with the Management Plane. The Application Plane represents network applications, such as load balancers, proxies, and firewalls.
The Management Plane aims to offer Management Functions, such as Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance, and Security (FCAPS), to the other SDN planes. In this sense, recently, proposals based on Artificial Intelligent techniques have emerged to provide specific network management tasks, such as handover control, energy consumption, reconfiguration, and traffic classification [26] - [29] . In particular, in SDN, there are new proposals that use Machine Learning (ML) to achieve autonomous [17] and cognitive [18] SDN management. Unlike proposals that use ML, it is to highlight that, in this paper, we propose an approach based on HTN and NFV to automate the SDN vertical management plane introduced by us in [16] .
2) NETWORK FUNCTIONS VIRTUALIZATION
NFV is a technology that offers flexibility and cost saving in the services provisioning [30] . This technology is intended to decouple Network Functions (NF) (e.g., firewalls and load balancers) from the hardware on which they run [21] . The latter means that a Virtualized Network Function (VNF) can run on any server in the network [31] . The Network Functions Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI), VNFs, and MANO form NFV. NFVI is the combination of physical (hardware) and virtual resources (software) that form the environment in which VNFs run. A VNF may implement one or more NFs and run on virtual resources (e.g., VMs running services and Dockers running micro-services) [32] .
MANO is formed by [33] and [34] : (i) an NFV Orchestrator in charge of performing the composition of VOLUME 6, 2018 NFVI resources, (ii) a Virtualized Network Functions Manager (VNFM) responsible for managing the lifecycle of VNFs; and (iii) a Virtualized Infrastructure Manager (VIM) in charge of virtualizing, monitoring, configuring and controlling network resources. We argue that NFV MANO is a valuable support for achieving SDN management because JANO inherits from it essential features like flexibility, elasticity, scalability, workability, and mainly the ability to automatically compose management applications.
3) HIERARCHICAL TASK NETWORKS
HTN is an Artificial Intelligence technique that aims to automatically create plans (formed by a set of primitive tasks) that modify initial states to achieve goals [35] . To create plans, HTN uses Planning Problems and Planning Domains [36] , [37] . A Planning Problem contains an initial state (i.e., the state to modify) and a goal (i.e., the state to reach). Goals are, for instance, guarantee a particular level of service in a bank network supported by a campus network handled by an SDN controller and migrate such controller without losing services continuity. A Planning Domain contains a set of operators/actions and methods to break compound tasks. A compound task (e.g., replace a link by its backup) is a high-level action that must be decomposed in subtasks up to get primitive ones. A primitive task (e.g., execute the re-start command for a controller) is an indivisible low-level action [38] . In brief, the automatic HTN planning process starts by using the methods to decompose non-primitive tasks into subtasks, aiming to achieve a goal. This process is performed over and over until only obtaining primitive tasks that can be directly executed using the planning operators [20] .
HTN planning is helpful in domains that meet certain conditions. First, the domain knowledge must be well structured so that domain goals and activities are expressable as tasks and plans. Second, detailed information is needed to describe how to find a solution (achieve a goal) using a set of tasks (create a plan). These conditions enable HTN planners to be fast and scalable [37] as well as ideal to overcome real-world situations in dynamic systems like computer networks (traditional and based on SDN and/or NFV). The network management domain meets these conditions because, first, FCAPS are well known and definable by atomic tasks forming management plans. Second, different languages, such as the Common Information Model (CIM) [16] , JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) [13] , and XML [39] , can be used to describe these plans intended to achieve the goals defined in the Service Level Agreements (SLAs). It is noteworthy that, in our approach, HTN is used to create an instance of NFV MANO that automatically generates plans targeted to handle nmsits. These nmsits are unexpected, dynamic, and heterogeneous network management situations, such as a sudden packet loss in a core router of a network backbone and an unforeseen slowness in data transmission over a link between virtual routers [13] .
B. RELATED WORK 1) SDN MANAGEMENT
There are a lot of proposals, located at the Application Plane, that does not consider NFV concepts to manage SDN. For instance, FlowCover is an approach that introduces a low-cost monitoring scheme for timely recovering of flow statistics in SDN [5] . This approach optimizes the flow statistics collection scheme and models the polling switches selection as a weighted set cover problem. Furthermore, FlowCover focuses on reducing the network consumption during the traffic measurement and decreases the communication cost of monitoring the network performance by polling requests and replies.
Reference [7] presents an analysis of signaling traffic in SDN to explain the general effects of the communication between the Control Plane and the Data Plane regarding resource consumption and network performance. This analysis includes Administrators in the management loop. Thus, they can configure and reconfigure SDN parameters depending on traffic needs. The Software-defined Unified Virtual Monitoring Function to Large-scale Networks (SuVMF) is a component of a Virtual Network Management System (vNMS) [6] that offers unified control and management for virtualized infrastructures in SDN. SuVMF allows integration of management services and provides control and management abstraction and filtering layer among vNMS, SDN controllers, legacy NMS, and OpenFlow switches. Chowdhury et al. [9] present PayLess, a network monitoring framework to collect flow statistics in SDN. This framework uses an adaptive statistics collection algorithm that delivers highly accurate information in real-time generating low network overhead. Also, PayLess offers a flexible application that proposes an abstract view of networks and a uniform way to request statistics from the underlying network devices.
Lin et al. [8] present MonArch, an architecture targeted to monitoring SDN. This architecture provides integrated measurement and monitoring functionalities available to users by open APIs. MonArch is based on the Software-Defined Infrastructure concept that allows to design Smart Applications on Virtual Infrastructure Testbed. This concept aims to enable the experimentation with future applications and services. Reference [25] proposes a framework based on SDN for handling fixed backbone networks. This framework supports static and dynamic resource management by including a distributed management layer and a control layer formed by a set of local managers and local controllers, respectively. Yang et al. [40] propose Flo-v, a framework intended to provide accurate network monitoring in a virtual SDN. Also, Flo-v monitors traffic in a network hypervisor with lower traffic overhead than existing schemes by using selective and adaptive mechanisms. It is to emphasize that Flo-v uses a virtualized environment that does not consider NFV.
As mentioned in the Background, the first SDN definitions [4] , [24] only consider three SDN planes (Data, Control, and Application). Ulterior efforts came up to consider a management plane in SDN [2] , [3] , [14] , [15] , but up to now this plane has been barely studied. In fact, recent advances like the Knowledge-Defined Networking (KDN) [17] and the Cognitive Network Management (CNM) [18] are just in an early stage to realize the SDN management plane. KDN and CNM propose to use ML in SDN, aiming at learning the behavior of the network and, in some cases, automatically operate the network according to the learned. The final goal of these advances is to achieve networks where the network management system is fully autonomous.
Unlike the related work, in our previous works, we have proposed approaches for managing SDN by using mashups and SM [10] - [13] . In these approaches, we facilitate the daily work of Administrators when they need to deal with nmsits by providing mechanisms to recognize them automatically and dynamically compose mashments (i.e., mashups for facing nmsits), as well as the architecture that supports these models and mechanisms. It is noteworthy that, up to now, we always consider the Administrator in the operational management loop. Thus, our approaches are not fully autonomous. In fact, we have only achieved a medium-automation level during the carrying out of network management tasks because of intrinsic mashups limitations.
In the literature, some approaches use SDN and NFV jointly, but they usually do not focus on network management. For instance, the work [21] introduces an architecture that allows to compose and deploy VNFs in SDN rapidly. This work highlights the synergies between NFV and SDN, they are highly complementary. Matias et al. [22] present the evolution from a pure NFV solution to an entirely SDNenabled. In such an evolved solution, SDN supports the NFV deployment and, also, the design of VNFs. The work [23] describes how NFV supports the implementation and deployment of a particular network function (to know a Session Border Controller). This work also provides an overview of the SDN/NFV ecosystem, highlighting its scalability and flexibility. Table 1 presents diverse investigation works about SDN management, revealing several facts. First, some investigations [21] - [23] consider the NFV/SDN ecosystem but they do not aim at managing SDN, wasting the flexibility and elasticity provided by NFV. Second, to the best of our knowledge, none of the previous works combines NFV and HTN for managing SDN. Third, most of aforementioned works were evaluated using metrics like bandwidth and timeresponse; by contrast, we consider two additional metrics: time-planning and time-consuming. Fourth, most of these works are located at the Application Plane. Following, directions from ITU and IRTF, our approach is located at the SDN Management Plane.
2) HTN PROPOSALS
HTN has been used in different application domains to achieve a goal by composing plans automatically. For instance, the work [41] proposes a system that creates mission plans for environmental disaster situations. In this work, the authors introduce a planning system that selects the primitive tasks necessary to addres particular disasters. Ullrich and Melis [20] propose PAIGOS, a framework that uses pedagogical knowledge to create structured courses. PAIGOS offers operators and methods to achieve multiple learning goals by learners. Chen et al. [35] combine Markov decision processes and HTN plans to compose Web Services automatically. In particular, web service composition is to create multiple executable plans in business processes. Thus, they offer a more flexible and optimal solution to business customers.
Recently, the HAUTO framework offers a solution centered in the user to compose telecommunication services [38] by using three main modules: (i) a requests processing module that transforms natural language and context information to computer language, (ii) an automatic composition that creates plans using HTN; and (iii) an execution environment for convergent services that executes the created plans. Milliez et al. [42] propose a solution to carry out human-robot collaborative activities. This solution uses HTN planning to describe the robot tasks and a dynamic model to track its movements.
From Table 2 , we can conclude that HTN has been successfully used in a wide range of domains, such as education, web services composition, convergent telecommunication services, and environmental. Unlike the research mentioned above, our approach focuses on network management. In this sense, it is important to highlight that we are pioneers in using HTN and NFV to manage SDN.
III. JANO
This section presents some motivating scenarios. Also, this section introduces JANO and its architectural elements.
A. MOTIVATING SCENARIOS
First, let us consider a scenario in which a live migration of SDN controllers must be performed because of technological obsolescence or because new network services are required during the expansion of a Campus Network. In this scenario, it is evident that the task of live migration needs to be carried out without losing campus services continuity. Thus, this task should be performed automatically and in the shortest time possible. Note that, the live migration of SDN controllers may be time-consuming if Administrators use non-integrated solutions; it is needed to turn off the current controller and turn on the new one, implying associate and dissociate the involved switches. Also, since Administrators are not expert developers, writing a management script to cope with this task is hard for them.
Let us consider a second scenario in which providers offer SDNs formed by multiple slices that, in turn, provide Internet services to companies such as banks, hospitals, and governments. Sometimes, unexpected situations can break the connection and stop the normal functioning of services offered by these companies through their corresponding slices. These providers offering SDN slices often use human Administrators to overcome such situations. They are responsible for redirecting, re-configuring and, in the worst case, rebooting the controller and all the OpenFlow switches that form the network. As a result, overcoming a situation in an SDN context may consume a long time because human intervention usually tends to be slow and error-prone.
Let us consider a third scenario where an Administrator needs to perform configuration and monitoring tasks in a network formed by a lot of devices supporting various protocols, such as OpenFlow and ForCES (Forwarding and Control Element Separation). To perform these tasks, a lot of resources for processing and storage are necessary. If the Administrator decides to use a management application running on a physical machine, some problems like overload and low performance could arise. These problems are related to the network dynamicity that leads to such an application to consume more and more resources (memory, processing and storage). Nowadays, Cloud Computing represents a suitable alternative to face this scenario since resources are offered on demand. By using Cloud Computing, management applications may be supplied by Software as a Service (SaaS). In this sense, when JANO is a SaaS, the customers (e.g., Administrators, SDN Providers, and Virtual Network Providers) obtain a flexible and workable tool that allows automatically performing network management tasks.
Traditional SDN management solutions present several shortcomings to address the above scenarios: (i) low automation since in most cases, Administrators must manage the controllers and devices singly, (ii) time-consuming, Administrators need a lot of time to face and overcome situations (e.g., faults, wrong configuration of devices and controllers, and traffic anomalies); and (iii) lack of flexibility and workability, typically, Administrators have just one option (coming from their knowledge) to address and solve a situation. The above shortcomings lead to loss of money for both providers and customers. Therefore, it is evident the need for automating the decision-making process to face and overcome nmsits. In response to these shortcomings, we propose JANO.
B. OVERVIEW
JANO is a solution that automates the SDN management tasks by using HTN planning and NFV MANO. In JANO, HTN is a crucial enabler for providing a more straightforward and less time-consuming way of generating possible solutions (plans) to face any nmsit. The planned solutions are built by combining different alternatives from known compositions used for dealing with similar nmsits. Thus, an Administrator has a set of options instead of only one from his/her own experience. JANO also offers a user-friendly interface to display executed and on running plans. In turn, MANO provides to JANO essential Cloud Computing features like flexibility and workability. Figure 1 depicts the overall operation of JANO: (1) it collects data from the Managed SDN to recognize nmsits, (2) it automatically builds plans (i.e., solutions formed by a set of primitive management tasks) to manage recognized nmsits, (3) it executes plans built to deal with nmsits, (4) it stores and publishes plans; and (5) it depicts information about plans (executed and on running) and their primitive tasks to facilitate the decision-making process when nmsits arise. Figure 2 introduces and details the JANO architecture that is located in the vertical SDN Management Plane proposed by [2] and [3] and modeled by us in [16] . This architecture has three layers: Adaptation, Planning, and Presentation. The Presentation Layer presents a Graphical User Interface (GUI) in the client-side to support the interaction between Administrators and JANO. The Planning Layer automatically recognizes network situations captured from the Managed SDN via the Adaptation Layer. Also, the Planning Layer automatically composes and executes plans to overcome such recognized situations and sends these plans to the Presentation Layer. Furthermore, the Planning Layer is responsible for storing and publishing plans. The Adaptation Layer is in charge of retrieving management information from the Managed Network and transferring it to the Planning Layer. To support the execution of plans, the Adaptation Layer receives management operations (i.e., primitive tasks) from the Planning Layer to transfer them to the Managed SDN. In the next paragraphs, we describe in detail the layers and elements of JANO.
C. ARCHITECTURAL LAYERS AND ELEMENTS

1) PRESENTATION LAYER
This layer via a Management GUI offers to Administrators mainly two functionalities. The first one is to visualize information about HTN-based solutions (i.e., Plans, see Listing 9) that have already been executed or are currently running. This information is retrieved from the HTN Solution Repository located at the Planning Layer by using the Pr-Pl reference point. In JANO, a reference point is an interface that supports bi-directional interaction between two points located at different architectural layers. The second functionality is to customize HTN-based solutions for their reuse. This customization involves to retrieve and write data in the Planner Repository (containing the Planning Domains and Planning Problems, see Listing 7 and Listing 8) and the HTN Solution Repository by Pr-Pl.
The REST (REpresentational State Transfer), SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), and repositories drivers are options to instantiate Pr-Pl. Note that REST and SOAP are suitable models for providing request-response interactions over the HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol). In turn, specific drivers are helpful to directly accessing the repositories (back-end) from the Management GUI (front-end). Thus, if the Presentation Layer reads and writes directly by drivers, it provides its functionalities as follows. First, when the Administrator asks information about one or more plans (on running or executed, to visualization or customization) by the Management GUI, this layer sends requests to retrieve from the Planner Repository and the HTN Solution Repository the queried information. Second, this layer receives, decodes (from text-plain, JSON, or XML) and presents (in HTML) the corresponding responses that contain information about Plans, Planning Domains and Planning Problems.
2) PLANNING LAYER
This layer is in charge of automatically generating plans intended to manage SDN. This generation follows two phases: (i) automatic recognizing of situations to deal with; and (ii) automatic planning of solutions targeted to overcome the identified situations. This layer uses a Recognizer and a Planning Orchestrator to perform the phases mentioned above. Figure 3 introduces the Recognizer that conducts the automatic recognition of nmsits by comparing the samples with the patterns. The Recognizer is formed by: Pattern Repository, Sensing, and Matching Mechanism. The Pattern Repository contains patterns (in JSON) written by networking experts. Patterns hold information representing nmsits that could arise in the Managed SDN. Every pattern follows the nmsits conceptual model that we proposed in [13] In the Recognizer, the Sensing is in charge of retrieving network management information from the Managed SDN and delivering it as streaming to the Matching Mechanism.
The Matching Mechanism automatically recognizes a situation as follows (see Figure 3) . First, it receives samples (i.e., management information) coming from the Sensing. Second, it loads and reads situation patterns from the Pattern Repository. Third, it conducts matching operations by comparing samples with patterns. Matching operations can be carried out by using different algorithms, such as PHREAK [43] and RETE [44] . Fourth, if a situation is detected (i.e., there is a match), the Planning Orchestrator is invoked to build and execute an automatic plan that aids to overcome such a situation.
The Planning Orchestrator is in charge of composing plans automatically and executing them for coping with the network situations. Figure 4 depicts the automatic composition of a plan to overcome a particular nmsit that has been identified by the Recognizer. The Planning Orchestrator has three elements: the Decomposer, Executor, HTN Solution Repository, and Planner Repository. When the Planning Orchestrator receives an invocation, the Decomposer retrieves a planner from the Planner Repository. A planner uses two descriptors: Planning Domain and Planning Problem. Experts in automated planning use HTN notation to write these descriptors. The Planning Domain is to define the useful operators and methods to compose plans automatically. The Planning Problem is to establish the initial state and the final state that a plan must reach during its execution.
Algorithm 1 HTN Planning
SHOP2(s, T , D) P = empty − plan T 0 ← {t ∈ T } LOOP if T 0 = then return P end if choose any t ∈ T 0 if t
is a primitive task then
A ← {a : a is an instance of an operator in D} if A = then return failure end if append a to P modify T by removing t T 0 ← {t ∈ T no task in T is constrained to preced t} else M ← {m : m is an instance of a method in D} if M = then return failure end if choose a m ∈ M modify T by removing t end if REPEAT The Decomposer follows the Simple Hierarchical Ordered Planner (SHOP2) planning algorithm described in [38] . SHOP2 is an automated system for planning HTN tasks in the same order that they will be executed later [36] . The Algorithm 1 depicts a simplified version of the SHOP2 planning procedure. The inputs of the algorithm are the initial state s, a partially ordered set of tasks T , and a domain description D. The output is the generated plan that is initially empty. First, a task t ∈ T is selected. If t is primitive (i.e., if t can be accomplished directly using an action that is an instance of a planning operator), then, SHOP2 finds an action a that matches t and whose preconditions are satisfied in s. If t is compound (i.e., a method needs to be applied to t to decompose it into subtasks), then, SHOP2 chooses a method m that will decompose t into subtasks. The process repeats until achieving the goal state.
To detail the functioning of the Planning Orchestrator, let us consider two situations. In the first one (see Figure 5) , an SDN provider needs to perform a live migration of its controller because of: (i) technological obsolescence, (ii) new features required; or (iii) workload overload. Here, it is needed an HTN planner to migrate an SDN controller, involving turning on the new controller and turning off the running controller; the network switches must start to be handled by the new controller without losing continuity of services. In this situation, first, it is needed to define the Planning Problem (see Listing 1) that contains both the initial state of controllers (i.e., the situation to face) and the desired state to reach (i.e., the goal: live migration of controller by providing service continuity). Second, it is needed to define the Planning Domain (see Listing 2) useful to achieve the goal, containing a set of all possible tasks (i.e., operators) and ways of decomposing them (i.e., methods). In this Domain, the method allows modifying the states of controllers by calling operators. Once operators are invoked, they are executed to carry out the live migration of SDN controller and, so, achieve the goal. In the second situation, an SDN provider offers network services to a prestigious bank. To grant an excellent service availability, the provider uses two links that transport OpenFlow messages, one as main and other as backup. Here, it is needed an HTN planner for switching the state (i.e., on and off) of these links every time a fail happens. In particular, first, it is needed to define the Planning Problem (see Listing 3) that contains both the initial state (i.e., the situation to overcome) Listing 3. Planner problem -links situation. of links and the desired state (i.e., the goal). Second, a set of all possible tasks (i.e., operators) and ways of decomposing them (i.e., methods) must be defined in the Planning Domain (see Listing 4) for achieving the desired goal. In this Domain, the method allows modifying the states of links by calling the operators. Again, once operators are invoked, they are executed to achieve the desired goal.
After plans generation, they are automatically executed. During such an execution, the Planning Layer sends management operations (i.e., primitive tasks) to the Adaptation Layer by the Pl-Ad that, like Pr-pl, may be instantiated by using REST or SOAP. In turn, the Adaptation Layer sends these primitives to the Managed SDN that is responsible for their running. The executed and on running plans are automatically stored in the HTN Solution Repository and published for their depicting in the Presentation Layer. Besides, these plans can be used by Administrators for further reference when they need to know previous actions carried out on the Managed SDN.
3) ADAPTATION LAYER
This layer is responsible for hiding the complexity and heterogeneity of the Managed SDN. In this sense, the Adaptation Layer is in charge of retrieving information from the planes of Application, Control, and Data to send this information to the Planning Layer. Furthermore, the Adaptation Layer receives management operations from the Planning Layer to forward them to the Managed SDN. The Adaptation Layer has two entities, called J-VNFM and J-VIM. These entities are based on VNF Manager and Virtualised Infrastructure Manager, respectively. In turn, J-VIM is in charge of virtualizing and managing the network infrastructure (physical and virtual) including the three traditional SDN planes.
The Adaptation Layer and the Managed SDN interact by three reference points, named Vm-Dat, Vm-Con, and Vm-Ap, that allow retrieving management information and forwarding management operations. Vm-Dat is to interact with the Data Plane, Vm-Con is to communicate with the Control Plane, and Vm-Ap is to interact with the Application Plane. REST/SOAP are also options to instantiate Vm-Dat, Vm-Con, and Vm-Ap. Figure 6 presents an example of using REST to instantiate Vm-Dat, Vm-Con, and Vm-Ap. First, HTTP-requests are sent to J-VNFM or J-VIM (i.e., depending on the SDN Plane to manage) from the Planning Layer. Second, J-VNFM or J-VIM sends HTTP-requests to URIs that point to the Managed SDN. An example of HTTP-request encoded on JSON is http : //MashmentSys/Wrapper/Beacon/getSwitches that offers to the Planning Layer, a list containing basic 
IV. PROOF-OF-CONCEPT
To test the feasibility of JANO, first, we implemented a prototype. Second, we evaluated such a prototype regarding time-planning (i.e., time required by the Planning Orchestrator for building an automatic plan), time-consuming (i.e., time needed by Administrators for dealing with situations) and network traffic. The network traffic evaluation is to measure the additional traffic generated by JANO.
A. PROTOTYPE Figure 7 depicts the deployment of JANO. The Presentation Layer was implemented as a typical Web-based GUI. The Planning Orchestrator was developed by using JSHOP2 [38] that is a Java-based implementation of SHOP2. The Matching Mechanism was built using the PHREAK algorithm provided by JBoss Drools [43] . It is important to highlight that we deployed JANO in two ways. The first one by using OpenStack [45] . Thus, we provided JANO as a Service (JaaS) and leveraged important features from OpenStack like flexibility, elasticity, and scalability. The second deployment was performed in conventional servers. VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 7. JANO prototype.
In our test environment, the Managed SDN has a controller, virtual switches, and hosts. Virtual switches (i.e., OVSK) and hosts were deployed on Mininet. Mininet allows emulating networks based on OpenFlow that run on Oracle VM VirtualBox [46] . The controller was deployed by using Ryu [47] ; a platform that provides software components with well-defined APIs to create SDN applications. It is important to mention that we implemented and deployed in a Java-based application the communication from JANO to Ryu by following the REST architectural model.
1) OPERATIONAL EXAMPLES
In order to detail the operation of the JANO prototype, we returned to nmsits (planner problems) presented in Listings 1, 2, 3, and 4. Listing 5 presents the Planning Problem, by using HTN notation, of the nmsit where the live migration of a controller (see Listing 1) is performed because of technological obsolescence. This Planning Problem includes the description of the initial state where old_controller is on and, also, the description of the goal that is the replacement/change of such a controller by a new one. In turn, Listing 6 presents the Planning Domain, by using HTN notation, containing operators and methods that allow decomposing complex tasks in primitive ones for reaching the desired goal. It is important to highlight that Planning Domains are fundamental for the Planning Orchestrator because these Domains include all actions useful for addressing any nmsit. Listing 7 presents the Planning Problem, by using HTN notation, of the situation where the state of two links (see Listing 3) that transport OpenFlow messages are exchanged to enable a link and disable the other one. This Planning Problem includes the description of the initial state where link2 is on and, also, the description of the goal where the status of links must be exchanged. Listing 8 presents the Planning Domain, by using HTN notation, containing operators and methods that allow decomposing tasks. Again, note that Planning Domains are fundamental for the Planning Orchestrator because it includes all necessary actions to face nmsits. Listing 9 presents the plan built automatically by the Planning Orchestrator. This plan uses two primitive tasks to overcome the links situation described in the operational examples. The primitives are to disable link2 and enable link1 that was initially disabled. The Planning Orchestrator also depicts: (i) the cost of the plan that is the sum of operators cost; and (ii) the time (in milliseconds) spent to generate the plan automatically. Note that the cost may be calculated by using different metrics like the number of tasks. The estimated cost could be useful to select the best plan according to a ranking.
B. EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS
We evaluate the behavior of JANO regarding time-planning, time-consuming, and network traffic. It is important to mention that in all evaluations, we took 32 measurements with 95% confidence level.
During the time-planning evaluation, we generated the plans described in the operational examples (see Listings 1, 2, 3, and 4) and measured the corresponding time-planning when JANO is deployed in a conventional Web server and in a cloud environment (i.e., JaaS) based on OpenStack. Table 3 presents the time-planning results when the number of primitive tasks included per plan was 2, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 100. The test results reveal, first, that time-planning increases linearly with the number of tasks. Second, the planners described in the operational examples have equal time-planning behavior because they have the same number of primitive tasks. Third, as expected, the timeplanning in JaaS is lower than in traditional JANO. In the time-planning evaluation, we also conducted tests for 2, 4, 8, and 16 automatic plans (50% of plans for the links situation and 50% of plans for the live migration situation). In these tests, we varied the number of primitive tasks, using the same two primitives repetitively, per plan from 4 to 28. Figures 8 and 9 present the time-planning results for JANO deployed in a traditional way and as a service, revealing that such time slightly and linearly increases with the number of primitives. Furthermore, as expected, the time-planning in JaaS is lower than in traditional JANO. JANO is a feasible solution regarding time-planning because, first, it can automatically generate plans to manage network situations in SDN. Second, it spends a negligible time to create these plans taking as reference the Web Applications optimal time ((r ≤ 100ms [48] ). Consequently, concerning time-planning, we have corroborated the importance of using HTN and NFV to accomplish SDN management.
For the time-consuming evaluation, we use the KeystrokeLevel Model (KLM) because it allows to estimate the time that Administrators spend to carry out management tasks supported on computer mouse and keyboard. In KLM [49] , each task is modeled as a sequence of actions: (i) Hold or release the mouse → B = 0.1s, (ii) Press and release a key → K = 0.2s, (iii) Type a string → nk * 0.2s, (iv) Move the hand from mouse to keyboard or vice-versa → H = 0.4s; and (v) Point the mouse → P = 1.1s.
In JANO, to manage network situations, the Administrator does not need to perform any action. He only needs to launch the JANO Web-based GUI to see the plans that are on running. The corresponding actions sequence is as follows: (1) Point the mouse to select the direct link to the JANO Web application → P, (2) Hold and release the mouse to access such an application → 2B. (3) Point the mouse to select a particular plan that is on running → P; and (4) Hold and release the mouse to see details of the selected plan → 2B. According to this sequence, the estimated time for addressing a network situation is T = 2P + 4B. Then, we expect that, by using JANO, Administrators spend around 2.6s to cope with a network situation. We also conducted, an experimental study to measure the time-consuming. In the study participated 30 people whose age ranged from 18 to 28 and had frequently used web tools. In the experiment, the result of the average time was 2.7s and, therefore, KLM predictions were corroborated. Figure 10 compares JANO and Rich Dynamic Mashments (RDM) [13] regarding time-consuming when they are used to address the nmsit presented in the operational example. An RDM is a tunable mashup that combines diverse types of resources from multiple providers and automates the investigative and control aspects of SM, aiming to facilitate the work of network administrators. The time-consuming for addressing nmsits by RDM is T con:rdm = T lau + T use . Where T lau and T use are the time spent by Administrators for launching and using RDM, respectively. As T lau = 1.7s and T use = 5.3s, T con:rdm = 7s. It is remarkable that this time is more than twice the JANO time-consuming (approximately 2.7s).
JANO is a feasible solution regarding time-consuming because, first, HTN and NFV support the automation of SDN management tasks. In fact, Administrator intervention is only necessary to get information about plans on running (or executed). This intervention is short since it involves few graphical elements. Furthermore, the time response to obtaining such information is quick, and it is only related to read and write in the repositories (deployed as databases). Consequently, we can state that JANO aids to solve the low-automation problem in SDN management.
The network traffic evaluation aims to analyze the impact of JANO in an SDN. Here, we measured the traffic on the controller because it is a core component of SDN. Furthermore, we only tested traditional JANOS since the traffic behavior from and to the controller is regardless the JANO deployment. Specifically, we measured the traffic when the controller deals with requests coming from 10, 20, 40, 80, 160 and 320 plans with 2, 4, 8, and 16 primitive tasks. Figure 11 depicts the network traffic evaluation results, revealing the OpenFlow messages increment linearly with the number of primitives. In fact, one primitive task generated just one OpenFlow message (approximately 0.129 kB). Therefore, we have a relation one to one that allows knowing in advance the traffic that an automatic plan can generate (e.g., xin the example of links, two primitives represent 0.258 kB).
JANO is a feasible solution regarding network traffic because, first, it can perform SDN management tasks with a low traffic overhead. It is noteworthy that JANO does not affect the traffic between switches, it only increases the number of OpenFlow messages between the controller and switches.
As we already analyzed JANO quantitatively, subsequently, we perform some brief comments about its flexibility, workability, and automation. Flexibility is the ability to adapt to changes; this involves scalability and elasticity [50] . In this sense, scalability is the ability to handle a growing amount of work without suffering significant degradation in quality [51] . In turn, elasticity is the automatic adaptation of resources according to the current demand [52] . Scalability and elasticity (involving flexibility) are mainly leveraged by JaaS (i.e., JANO deployed in OpenStack). Workability refers to the ability to work in existing networks [53] . As JANO performs an instantiation of NFV Orchestrator, VNFM, and VIM, it can be easily adapted to work in SDN or traditional networks. Automation is the capability to operate independently [54] . JANO presents a high level of automation because it generates plans by itself.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Considering that SDN management is a significant challenge, in this paper, we introduced JANO. JANO is an approach for managing SDN based on HTN, NFV, and a vertical management plane. The time-planning evaluation corroborated that JANO is a promissory alternative to manage a network situation in a short time and it helps to overcome the problem of low management tasks automation presented in related work. We solved this problem by using an HTN planning technique (SHOP2) that allows building and executing solutions automatically. Human intervention is only needed to get information about such solutions at runtime. By an experimental and KLM evaluation, we observed that JANO reduces the time that Administrators spend to manage a network situation compared to solutions based on mashups and situational management. Furthermore, this reduction corroborated that the automation of tasks, introduced by HTN, facilitates the work of Administrators. The network traffic evaluation also allows stating that JANO is a promising solution because the automatic plans built by JANO do not affect the traffic between switches, these plans only increase the OpenFlow messages between the controller and switches. From a qualitative outlook, it is noteworthy that flexibility and workability are implicit features of JANO because it offers high-automation level by SHOP2 used to instantiate NFV MANO. Besides, JANO can operate in different kind of networks by creating particular instances of VNFM and VIM.
As future work, we are interested in enabling JANO to support Natural Language Processing and Intends to make easier the daily work of Administrators by allowing interaction from any device connected to the Internet. Finally, we desire to develop a mechanism able to generate descriptors automatically every time unknown network situations are detected.
